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ABSTRACT 

A computer graphics workstation was developed to 

geometrically plan scanned focussed ultrasound hyperthermia 

treatments, and is currently in clinical use at the Arizona 

Health Sciences Center. The workstation allows the user to base 

the treatment plan on any set of hard copy images of the 

patient's treatment anatomy by using a frame grabber to import 

these images into the workstation. Anatomical structures are 

outlined by the user, and a three dimensional image is 

reconstructed using these outlines. A geometric outline of the 

ultrasound power deposition field is then inserted into the 

reconstructed patient anatomy, along with thermocouple junction 

locations. The use of a custom foam mold and fiducial marker 

system enables the location of anatomical features to be 

determined in the treatment system's coordinates. A scan size 

and orientation that sufficiently sonicates the treatment volume 

can then be determined in an interactive three dimensional 

environment. 
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INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

Hyperthermia is proving to be a beneficial adjuvant to 

radiotherapy in the treatment of locally advanced solid tumors. 

Therapeutic hyperthermia doses vary but in general can be 

considered to be 42.5®C for 30 minutes and is most effective when 

applied simultaneously with radiotherapy [Overgaard, 1989]. 

Current modalities for Inducing hyperthermia can be categorized 

as systemic (i.e. whole body), regional, and localized. Systemic 

methods include hot water baths, sauna type ovens, and Joule 

heating from magnetic induction via helical coils or microwave 

antenna arrays. Localized hyperthermia can be induced via ferro

magnetic seeds, interstitial microwave, radio frequency current 

implants, and external or intracavitary ultrasound [Oleson, 

1984]. Selection between the various methods of regional and 

localized hyperthermia is based upon the location and size of the 

tumor to be treated. 

At the University of Arizona, ultrasound is becoming a 

practical modality for localized hyperthermia due its noninvasive 

nature and ability to focus its energy at depths of up to 15 cm 

into the body. Ultrasound energy can presently be applied 

through external transducers or intracavitary probes allowing it 
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to heat a significant number of tumor locations. The system at 

the Arizona Health Sciences Center uses scanned focussed 

ultrasound transducers external to the body [Hynynen, et.al., 

1987]. 

1.2 Treatment Planning 

Treatment planning programs for external and 

interstitial cancer therapy have been almost exclusively 

developed for radiotherapy treatments. The treatment planning 

consists of overlaying isodose lines on the patient anatomy, 

which is usually visualized via CT (computer tomography) or MRI 

(magnetic resonance imaging) images [Mohan, et.al., 1988]. The 

planning is essentially static in nature since the radiation 

fields generated by a source do not change over the time of a 

treatment and their intensities can be calculated as a function 

of distance from the source irrespective of tissue types. 

Hyperthermia treatment planning has additional 

requirements that are not handled by current radiotherapy 

packages. These include calculating the power deposition, which 

is more complex since it depends on factors like the modality 

used, anatomical tissue properties (e.g. thermal conductivity, 

density, and specific heat) and certain physiological factors 

(e.g. blood flow). All of these can vary greatly in the 

treatment volume. It is therefore necessary to identify the 

various anatomical and physiological regions that may have an 
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impact on inducing a temperature elevation in the tumor volume. 

Finally there is the matter of determining the thermal dose which 

is nonstandardized and therefore quite difficult [Billard, 1989]. 

Most work in the area of hyperthermia treatment planning 

is concerned with determining the temperature field, usually for 

a uniform power deposition field [Lagendljk & Mooibroek, 1986]. 

In scanned focussed ultrasound knowledge of the power deposition 

pattern is crucial to treatment planning. This pattern in turn 

is dependent upon the patient anatomy, physiology, and the 

scanning pattern. The problem has become dynamic and tissue type 

dependent, and significant extensions of current radiation 

treatment planning programs are required. The work in this 

thesis was designed to provide the geometrical information 

required to aim the ultrasound beam(s) to the tumor target and 

design a scanning pattern that would encompass the tumor volume. 

In addition this package can provide patient anatomy information 

to make power deposition pattern calculations from which 

temperature calculations can be made. 

1.3 Scanned Focussed Ultrasound Planning 

Presently treatment planning for scanned focussed 

ultrasound hyperthermia at the University of Arizona consists of 

establishing the following treatment parameters. First, the 

actual feasibility of the treatment is established. Some of the 
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parameters governing the feasibility of treatment are the size 

and location of the tumor. If the tumor is too large or too 

deep, ultrasound may not be able to heat it to sufficient levels. 

If the tumor is too small then healthy tissue may be heated too 

much. If the treatment is feasible, the second step 1s to 

determine exactly how to treat the tumor volume. Third, an 

ultrasound transducer is selected. Based on the location and 

size of the tumor, the transducer's physical size, quantity, and 

respective frequencies are determined. Fourth an initial scan 

size and pattern are determined, including the initial depth of 

the scan, which is related to the frequency. In determining the 

scanning pattern size, several factors must be considered. 

Ultrasound is highly absorbed in bones and could cause patient 

discomfort due to the heating of the bone. Since treatments can 

last up to 90 minutes, it is important that the scanning pattern 

not deposit energy into any nearby bone structures. Also, 

sensitive organs or tissues nearby the tumor volume, such as the 

brain, could experience undesirable heating. The scanning 

pattern should minimize this possibility. As part of determining 

the scanning pattern, the patient's position for treatment and 

initial scan power are determined. Finally, the use of auxiliary 

or complimentary heating measures is considered. For scanned 

focussed ultrasound this includes possible adjustments in the 

water bath temperature. 

Once the heating modality and method are fixed, the 
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manner in which the tumor volume is instrumented for thermometry 

is determined. Thermocouple probes are used to determine the 

temperature within the tumor volume. They are positioned in a way 

that measures the temperature of as much of the tumor volume as 

possible. 

During the treatment, some of the parameters are 

adjusted to attempt to maximize tumor heating and minimize 

patient discomfort. The size and center position of the scan and 

depth of the scan can be changed along with the power input to 

the transducers. The former is accomplished by adjustments is 

the gantry position and the latter is accomplished by adjusting 

the duty cycle or voltage of the signal driving the transducers. 

Also the start and stop time of the treatment are determined 

based on the thermocouple temperatures. 

The planning program developed for this thesis enables 

the graphical simulation of a scanned focussed ultrasound 

hyperthermia treatment, thereby allowing the interactive 

adjustment of the previously mentioned parameters (i.e. 

transducer size, scan size, depth, ect.) so as to better 

establish these parameters at the onset of an actual treatment. 
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EQUIPMENT AND METHODS 

2.1 Treatment Description 

Figure 1 is a diagram of the ultrasound transducer 

gantry. It contains the imaging transducer, the therapy 

transducers, and the brain transducer. The imaging transducer is 

centered on the gantry platform, with six therapy transducers 

located circumferentially about the image transducer, any 

combination of which can be used in a treatment. All 

transducers, except the brain transducer have a common focal 

point. The gantry is capable of linear motion in the x, y, and z 

axis as shown, and rotation about two axis, the z and x, also as 

shown. If a brain transducer is used, its location is determined 

by the relative distance of its focal point to the focal point of 

the other transducers as shown in Figure 1. The hyperthermia 

treatment is done in conjunction with standard radiation therapy 

over a period of four weeks with one hyperthermia treatment per 

week. The following discussion describes the typical treatment 

procedures used, including the details necessary for brain 

treatments, for which the planning program saw most of its use. 

For malignant brain tumors, patients undergo an initial 

debulking operation before the radiation and hyperthermia 

treatments. This entails the removal of a section of the skull 
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to allow access to the tumor and the subsequent removal of as 

much of the tumor as possible. The skull bone is not replaced 

and the skin is folded back over the opening of the skull 

section. This is done to allow a window for the ultrasound 

energy to pass through, which otherwise would be almost totally 

absorbed by the bone. 

Before treatment an initial set of CT images is taken 

which encompasses the tumor volume. If the tumor is superficial, 

this set of CTs may be unnecessary. Then based on the CT images 

and/or superficial locations of the tumor, the patient's 

orientation for a treatment on the ultrasound unit is determined 

which will allow sonication of the tumor area. If necessary, a 

foam mold is then formed around the patient to aid in comfort and 

repeatability during the treatments. Once the mold is formed a 

window is cut out to allow the ultrasound to pass through and a 

check is made of the mold's window by imaging the treatment 

volume through the window. For a brain patient, a simulation 

treatment is done first. This entails the manufacture of a 

custom foam reference frame which is molded around the patient's 

head which is placed in a fiducial box mounted on the treatment 

table. Figure 2 shows the patient orientation for a treatment, 

the foam mold, the CT cradle, and the treatment cradle used for 

the brain treatments. CT images taken of the patient in the 

cradle are perpendicular to the page. In that way the triangle 

shows up as two dots on the CT image (see Figure 8a) and the 
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spacing between the dots is used as a measure of the location 

along the cradle. The foam mold fits into both cradles in the 

exact same manner, which allows the measurements made from the 

dots in the CT images to be used to determine the position of 

points in the treatment unit. The foam cradle also provides a 

repeatable reference frame for use in subsequent treatments. 

Prior to each treatment the tumor volume is instrumented 

with thermocouple probes. Each probe has seven junctions located 

10 mm + 1 mm apart, and an optional copper tip which aids in 

locating the probe in the CT images. For each thermocouple 

probe, the insertion depth from the skin surface is measured and 

this is used as a reference to calculate the thermocouple 

junction locations. For a brain treatment this copper tip probe 

is placed in a central region of the tumor and the junction 

nearest to the tip is used as a reference point in locating the 

tumor area before starting a treatment. 

A set of CTs is taken just before a treatment so the 

internal location of the probes are known. On this set of CTs 

the approximate tumor area is identified by the attending 

physician. Based on the location and size of the tumor an 

initial estimate of scanning pattern size and location 

isdetermined. For a brain treatment, the focus of the transducer 

is placed at the copper tip junction. This is done by using a 

locating routine which steps the gantry, pulses the transducer, 

and measures the temperature rise in a specified junction. When 
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the junction registers a temperature increase of sufficient 

magnitude, the gantry position is recorded. This position is 

used as a starting point in locating the tumor volume. Once a 

treatment begins, the scanning dimensions and power input to the 

transducers are adjusted until the junctions inside the tumor 

volume indicate therapeutic levels with tolerable temperature 

increases in healthy tissue. The treatment is then continued for 

30 to 60 minutes. 

2.2 General Requirements of Treatment Planning 

The general requirement for the geometrical portion of 

ultrasound treatment planning is that it is able to identify the 

different tissue regions being sonicated along with the relative 

position of the thermocouple probes in three dimensional space. 

Along with this, it is necessary to recover arbitrary cross-

sections of the volume, determine thermocouple junction 

locations, and return placement information in the coordinate 

system of the treatment unit. Since the thermocouples are 

inserted just prior to treatment, the actual time available for 

planning a treatment using CTs with thermocouple probes visible 

is limited. This requires the planning system to be fast (20 to 

30 minutes) and easy to use. 

It was determined that the best way to integrate and 

visualize all the needed information was to use perspective three 

dimensional viewing. Since the actual patient anatomy is 
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available from only two dimensional CT or MRI images, the 3-D 

images needed to somehow be reconstructed. The method selected 

was to import the CT and/or MRI images into the computer and 

trace out the anatomy of interest over these images. Then these 

outlines are used to fit a wire mesh over the different tissue 

structures. 

2.3 System Description 

2.3.1 Hardware 

Figure 3 is a schematic of the hardware for the complete 

system. The CT or MRI image is placed on a lightbox mounted 

under a TV camera. The camera output then goes through a black 

and white monitor into a frame grabber circuit card installed in 

the computer graphics workstation. The frame grabber circuit 

card is mounted in a 6U (two connector) to 9U (three connector) 

adapter card which mates the 6U connector of the frame grabber 

card to the 9U connector of the VMEbus [ANSI/IEEE Std 1014] 

backplane of the computer graphics workstation. The rest of the 

system is the computer workstation which is linked to an on-site 

VAX 8600 through a Sytek port and has an additional VT220 

terminal installed. 

2.3.1.1 Computer 

A computer graphics workstation was selected as the core 
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of the system. Graphics workstations have the combination of 

large computing power and high resolution graphics that are 

needed for planning applications. A Silicon Graphics Inc. IRIS 

4D/70 G was selected as the host computer. Additional options on 

the workstation were 8 MB DRAM, a 344 MB hard disk, and a FORTRAN 

compiler. The IRIS 4D line of products is completely upgradeable 

to any of the IRIS 4D line which provides the potential of 

increased cpu power, additional DRAM memory, and improved 

graphics coprocessors. This machine therefore has the 

flexibility to grow to meet most of the foreseeable future 

requirements of the patient planning system. 

2.3.1.2 Frame Grabber 

As a basis for constructing the three dimensional 

patient anatomy, sequential CT images are used. These images are 

imported into the computer via a frame grabber [Amols, 1989]. 

The two methods available for importing images into a computer 

are digitizers and frame grabbers. Both digitize the image into 

a matrix of pixel color values. For a black and white image, 

each element of the matrix is on a gray scale of 0 to 255, for 

color images there are three matrices, one of red, one of green, 

and one of blue intensities for each pixel, again on a scale of 0 

to 255. Frame grabbers use a television signal (NTSC or PAL) and 

produce a new matrix at the rate a television image is refreshed, 

30 Hz. Digitizers, however, use a hard copy of an image and 
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take anywhere from 30 seconds to 2 minutes to produce a digitized 

matrix. The advantage of digitizers is that they are available 

as a turn-key product. Frame grabbers require the integration of 

a television camera and are not available as turn-key products, 

except for a limited number of computer systems. A Data 

Translation DT1451 VMEbus gray scale frame grabber circuit card 

is used in this application. The higher rate of digitization and 

lower cost were the main considerations in this choice. Since it 

is a frame grabber it allows for the fastest acquisition of an 

image into the computer. Since it works with only a black and 

white image, the amount of information required to reconstruct 

the image is minimal, one intensity value per pixel as opposed to 

three. Also, there is no need for a color image since the CT 

images are gray scale images. Figure 4 is a schematic for the 

card. The card consists of two 512x512 matrices of on board 

image memory buffers (each element of which is 4-bits wide) and 

eight 16-bit wide control and status registers. Table 1 contains 

the technical set up information for the circuit card in this 

application, and Table 2 lists the IRIS backpanel pinouts for the 

card. 

2.3.1.3 Camera 

A CCD (charged coupled device) camera was selected for 

use with the frame grabber. CCD cameras exhibit no saturation or 

ghosting of images (the tendency to see an image after it has 
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Table 1 

DT1451 Frame Grabber Circuit Card Configuration 

Jumper selectable parameter1 Value2 

On board memory base address 0x800000 
I/O base address 0x6000 
VMEbus address modifiers 0x393(memory) 

0x29(1/0) 
Interrupt Priority 6 
Interrupt Vector Address 0x30 
Chromiance Filter enabled 
Coupling and Restoration AC-coupled 

DC-restored 
Sync stripping 

Input Resistance 75 ohms 
Input Range Selection Standard AC-coupled 
Bandwidth 4.5 MHz 
Clock Phase Positive 

*See User Manual for DT1451 for instructions on setting 
the on board jumpers to these values. 

2The Ox prefix is used to denote a hexadecimal number. 

3See ANSI/IEEE Std 1014-1987 for complete description of 
modifier codes. 
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Table 2 

DT1451 Frame Grabber IRIS backpanel RS-232 pinouts 

Signal Name Pin number 

Channel 0 1 
Channel 0 return 14 
Channel 1 2 
Channel 1 return 15 
Channel 2 3 
Channel 2 return 16 
Red out 5 
Red return 18 
Green out 6 
Green return 19 
Blue out 7 
Blue return 20 
D/A sync out 8 
D/A sync digital gnd 21 
D/A blank out 9 
D/A blank digital gnd 22 
Horizontal drive out 10 
Hoz. drive digital gnd 23 
Vertical drive out 11 
Vertical drive digital gnd 24 
no signal 13 
no signal 12 
no signal 25 
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been removed), are designed to run continuously, and have very 

high resolution. A Sanyo VCD3874 was used with an 800 horizontal 

and 490 vertical element resolution. It produces an NTSC signal 

from which the frame grabber digitizes a 512 column by 480 rows 

matrix, each element representing the gray scale intensity of one 

pixel of the image. A macro lens (12.5mm-75mm, F1.8) is used in 

conjunction with a manual iris and manual focus to provide the 

greatest flexibility in viewing the CT images. 

2.3.2 Software 

The software has two major components, the frame 

grabber, GRAB, and the CT editing package with the three 

dimensional patient planning portion, PLAN. Figure 5 is an 

overall view of how all the software is connected. GRAB is the 

stand alone frame grabber code and serves to import the 

television images into the computer and store them on the hard 

disk in a preformatted file. PLAN contains the components of the 

code which read the image files, which are generated by GRAB, 

from which the three dimensional treatment situation is 

reconstructed. Complete computer code listings were impractical 

in this thesis, but flow charts and selected excerpts serve to 

explain in sufficient detail the workings of the software. 

Appendix E is the user's manual for the package and explains the 

complete capabilities of the program. 
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2.3.2.1 Frame Grabber 

Figure 6 1s the flow chart for GRAB. This portion of 

the software is designed to display the current image 1n computer 

memory and store the image in a predetermined file format using a 

formatted file name that the user can modify. 

Two options exist for interfacing the DT1451 circuit 

card to the CPU through the VMEbus, interrupt handling device 

drivers and memory mapping. Device drivers are collections of 

standard entry point functions which handle the operations of 

opening, closing, reading, writing, input and output control, and 

interrupt generation handling for the device. These functions 

are added to the kernel (operating system) and when invoked from 

a user application code perform all required operations for the 

specific task. In memory mapping, the control registers and any 

on board memory are mapped from their VMEbus addresses to UNIX 

kernel address space and can be controlled by simple reads and 

writes to the UNIX addresses. For this application the DT1451 is 

configured to run as a memory mapped device. The advantage of 

the memory mapping is that the software is simple, easy to 

develop and debug, and requires a minimum of kernel 

modifications. The only disadvantage in using this technique is 

that the interrupts are ignored. On the DT1451 these interrupts 

signal vertical retrace and operation complete. That essentially 

means that under memory mapping the board must run continuously, 

updating the image memory at a rate of 30 Hz. Since an 
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Figure 6. Flow chart and menu diagram for GRAB. Non-
boxed entries represent menu options for the user. 
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application code cannot synchronously read the entire 512x512 on 

board image memory in that time, the image changes over the 

course of read. This would produce a blurred image if the image 

changed over the course of a read. This is not a problem for 

this application since only still images are being viewed. 

Appendix A contains a flow chart of how the DT1451 was programmed 

and a partial listing of the computer code which actually maps 

the card's memory to user space (application program). 

2.3.2.2 CT Editing Package 

Once all the necessary CT images are stored in computer 

memory, editing of the individual slices to extract the necessary 

anatomical data can begin. Figure 7 is a flow chart and menu 

tree diagram for the editing portion of the program PLAN. EDIT 

allows the user to recall and view any previously stored CT image 

and use it as a background for tracing the anatomical outlines, 

specifying thermocouple probe placement information, and using 

the fiducial points, if present, to calculate the treatment 

coordinates of points in the CT image. 

The required anatomical data consists of, as a minimum, 

outline traces of the skin surface and tumor volume, but it is 

possible to identify up to four different structures. These are 

entered by tracing over the displayed CT image using the mouse 

arrow. The interslice alignment of the traces is accomplished by 

scaling and shifting each slice to a common fixed origin which 
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is input by the user for each slice. This is taken to be the 

scale image which appears on the CT images. This appears on the 

CT image in the same position relative to the patient image as 

long as the patient does not move during the scan. This was 

verified by measuring the position of the side of a static 

phantom relative to the scale image. Since the patient is fixed 

in the foam mold, this axis can be used as a common reference. 

Thermocouple probes appear as line segments on the CT 

image and are input as points by the user. In order to calculate 

the actual thermocouple junction locations within the probe one 

of the points has to be the skin interface point. This is 

required since the skin interface was the reference point from 

which the insertion depth of the probe was known. The fiducial 

points can be identified on any given slice, from which the 

actual treatment coordinates can be determined. Figures 8a and 

8b are the same CT image before and after editing, respectively. 

The image shown has the skull traced out in magenta, the tumor in 

red, thermocouple points in cyan, and the fiducial points and 

distances are shown in red. With the fiducial points entered and 

the complete brain transducer information provided, it is 

possible to reference patient geometry in the treatment unit's 

coordinate system. The image that initially appears in the 3-D 

view has the focus of the brain transducer placed at the tip of a 

user selected thermocouple point. 

Several measures were taken with the code to make it 
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Figures 8a and 8b. CT images as displayed on the 
computer monitor before (8a) and after (8b) tracing the 
contours of Interest for the treatment. 
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user friendly and more robust to a variety of user inputs. Data 

entry can not be done if there is no background CT image to trace 

over, or if the scale for a displayed trace has not been entered. 

If the user attempts to enter data, a beep sounds and the code 

returns to the top level read que status. Any request that would 

result in the erasure of data is forcefully verified before that 

erasure actually takes place, guarding against accidental erasure 

of data. The program also has to be able to accept the manual 

traces of the contours in such a way as to assure good data 

points. This is accomplished by interactively filtering the 

mouse input as the user traces the contour. This filter checks 

for two parameters before it accepts the next point in the trace. 

First the point needs be a specified distance, in real space, 

from the last point entered, and second, the dot product of a 

vector formed by the last two points and a vector formed by the 

last point and the new trial point has to be positive. This last 

check guards against the trace doubling back upon itself because 

of user tracing instability. 

2.3.2.3 Three Dimensional Planning 

Once all the traces have been entered, the user can be 

provided with a three dimensional representation of the 

structures outlined. The reconstruction 1s done by fitting 

quadrilateral elements between adjacent slices and using these 

elements to represent the surface of the structure. Section 3.2 
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discusses the element mesh generation scheme. Once this had been 

done, the final part of the planning program is used. 

Since the actual power deposition pattern for the 

ultrasound transducers in a particular patient anatomy is not 

available at this time, an approximation using the surface of a 

cone defined by the transducer diameter and radius of curvature 

is used. Figure 9 is a numerical simulation [Swindell et.al., 

1982] of the isointensities produced by a 1.75 MHz transducer 

with a 195 mm radius of curvature and 50 mm transducer radius, 

typical of a transducer used in brain treatments. Also shown is 

an overlay of the corresponding edge of the geometrical cone used 

in the planning program. While the intensities actually form a 

cigar shaped box around the focal point, the cones provide the 

useful information of the pathway through which the waves 

propagated to form the shown intensities. It is critical that no 

absorbing structures intersect with this pathway during scanning 

and the cones serve the useful purpose of verifying this. 

At this point the user can also calculate thermocouple 

junction locations. In order to accomplish this, the user first 

selects which thermocouple point that was entered is at the skin 

interface. The program steps through all the possible endpoints 

for any selected probe until the user responds positively. The 

user then supplies the actual insertion depth from which the end 

of the probe is found and then the junctions are calculated by 

marching backwards from the end of the probe and placing 
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Figure 9. Numerically simulated power deposition 
pattern for the ultrasound transducer in water and the 
cone used in the treatment simulation. 
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junctions every 10 mm. Section 3.5 explains this in detail. 

This portion of the program lets the user view and 

simulate a scanning treatment. The image of the patient anatomy 

and ultrasound beam(s) can be rotated and translated to obtain 

any viewing angle, including beam's eye view, desired by the 

user. See Figures 10a, 10b, 11a, and lib for some representative 

three dimensional images. Section 3.7 discusses these figures in 

more detail. Scanning dimensions can be input from which the 

user can step through a scan or let the scan run continuously. A 

solid z-buffered image can be drawn, instead of wire frame, from 

which the intersections of the structures can be seen along with 

which thermocouple junctions are inside the tumor volume. 

Arbitrary cross sections can be recovered by using clipping 

planes. These are graphical tools which define a volume of space 

surrounding the object being drawn. The graphics work in such a 

way as to only display the objects (or parts of an object) which 

are inside this box. The program allows the user to 

interactively adjust the parameters which define this box. By 

moving a clipping plane (i.e. one side of the box) into the 

object, the object appears to be sliced away from the view point 

of the user. Since the step size by which this slicing is done 

is adjustable, any cross sectional plane can be recovered. 
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Figures 10a and 10b. Three dimensional wire frame 
reconstruction of the treatment volume as defined by the 
traces done over the CT Images. 
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Figures 11a and lib. Three dimensional solid model 
reconstruction of the treatment volume as defined by the 
traces done over the CT images. 
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

3.1 Overall Errors 

The total error in the patient planning system is a 

cummulation of the error generated at each stage of information 

input and is manifested as an inaccuracy in the picture shown by 

the planning package for a given set of treatment coordinates. 

These information input stages are: 1) video digitization of the 

CT image; 2) manually tracing the contours; 3) generating the 3-D 

representation; 4) placing the patient geometry in the treatment 

unit's coordinates (via the fiducial system); and 5) calculating 

the thermocouple junction locations. These errors are examined 

below and total approximately 4 mm when manufacturing tolerances 

in the thermocouple junctions are considered. 

3.2 Digitized Video Calibration 

The on board memory of the DT1451 frame grabber card 

stores a 512 horizontal by 480 vertical matrix (actually stored 

as a vector) each element of the matrix is an 8 bit number which 

represents the gray scale value (0 to 255) of a pixel in the 

image. Since the pixel aspect ratio of the DT1451 is different 

from that of the computer monitor, a pixel to pixel mapping of 
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the image from the card memory to the monitor produces a 

distorted image, in this case one that was vertically stretched. 

The image therefore has to be expanded to span more than 512 

pixels in the horizontal direction in order to appear 

proportionally correct on the computer monitor. 

Figure 12 shows how each horizontal row or vertical 

column is expanded and Appendix B is a partial listing of the 

computer code used to achieve this. Each original pixel location 

is assumed to be an integer point on an x-axis with a y value 

which equals the gray scale value. A piecewise continuous line 

is then fitted to these values. Then an increased number of 

pixel points is distributed on the same line, at a closer 

spacing, to cover the same x distance. The gray scale 

intensities (y-axis) for these new points are then calculated 

from a linear interpolation between the nearest upper and lower 

original points. These new pixels points are then drawn, 

covering more horizontal pixels and hence produce a wider image. 

In order to calibrate the expansion, the computer code 

was written to expand the original matrix to a variable number of 

new pixels in the horizontal and vertical direction. A 

calibration image of evenly spaced dots was then imported into 

the computer. If the pixel aspect ratios were correct, 

displaying the 512 horizontal by 480 vertical pixels image should 

have produced a perfect image. The image however was 

horizontally stretched. The matrix was then set up to remain at 
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480 pixels vertically and the required number of horizontal 

pixels was adjusted until the dots in the horizontal and vertical 

direction were spaced in the same proportion as they were drawn 

on the calibration image. Figure 13 shows the pixel spacing 

resulting from the final dimensions which are 650 horizontal by 

480 vertical pixels. The actual pixel location of the 

calibration points was found by scanning the matrix in the 

location of the dot for the lowest (i.e. darkest) value and using 

that pixel as the location. 

Figure 13 shows that there was a maximum of three pixels 

discrepancy throughout the central region calibrated, with a 

standard deviation of 0.783 pixels. See Appendix F for a 

detailed sensitivity analysis of how these errors affect the 

tracing results in the planning program. This was an acceptable 

error, however, since factors like dot spacing on the calibration 

image, digitization, and rounding in the expansion algorithm 

could each account for a pixel's worth of error and could not be 

corrected for by software. 

3.3 Accuracy of Manual Tracing 

Figure 14 is a test image that was used to obtain 

statistical data on the accuracy of manually tracing the contours 

over the CT image. Table 3 is the results from the analysis of 

having six different users trace the image. The length of the 

trace was used as a measure of the accuracy of the trace. The 
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Figure 14. Test image for statistical evaluation of 
manually tracing contours. 
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Table 3 

Results from Manual Tracing of Figure 13 
Length of Traces in mm for six users with three tracings each. 

L=125.66 L=35 L=50 L=60.45 

User 
A 127.6185 34.92992 48.26606 59.04954 

128.2872 34.36916 45.95585 57.59747 
129.6305 35.91291 47.52156 57.15541 

B 127.8676 34.67817 47.21130 58.67828 
127.1249 35.06676 46.66092 61.93955 
129.7801 37.52644 48.58867 60.38186 

C 126.3689 35.66856 47.55899 60.90470 
127.1278 34.68464 48.80085 59.93817 
126.4501 35.88078 47.81176 59.89056 

D 128.4344 33.18137 48.57725 58.50648 
126.9833 35.56332 46.73544 58.96301 
129.0592 35.94270 44.61469 60.16955 

E 129.7758 35.24705 49.13033 60.83534 
134.0912 38.87237 50.78659 60.72681 
131.6797 35.06596 50.52724 59.56440 

F 127.3177 
125.5215 
128.3163 

34.43806 
35.43883 
37.29256 

47.13313 
47.75950 
47.19788 

60.36831 
60.72812 
61.58319 

Average Values 
128.4130 35.54219 47.82433 59.83226 

Standard deviations 
2.064325 1.308282 1.491876 1.298724 
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actual length was calculated from a scale which also was input by 

the user, as was done with every slice, so the error listed in 

Table 3 represents an error which includes the error in inputting 

the scale. 

As Table 3 shows, the average of the standard deviations 

of the four traces was 1.54 mm. This number can be used as an 

estimate of the error resulting from manual tracing. As 

mentioned before, when tracing a contour the computer code has an 

adjustable resolution which determines the spacing between 

contour points. For the tests run to generate the data in Table 

3, this spacing was set to 4 mm. This is this same spacing used 

during clinical planning. 

3.4 Element Generator 

In order to represent the three dimensional patient 

geometry a set of quadrilateral elements, which represent the 

surface of the geometry, is generated based on the two 

dimensional traces generated from the CT editing package. When 

drawn, these quadrilateral elements produce a three dimensional 

wire frame mesh of the patient anatomy. Figure 15 shows how the 

elements are generated and Appendix D is a partial listing of the 

FORTRAN computer code used. 

Several methods exist for reconstructing three 

dimensional images from two dimensional information. Most of 

these methods will fit triangles between the two dimensional 
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traces and maintain the original points used to represent the two 

dimensional traces [Keppel, 1975 and Fuchs et. al., 1977]. While 

these procedures produce excellent results they are 

computationally intensive, relying on iterating procedures to 

optimize the fitted mesh of triangular elements. Since planning 

time had to be minimized it was decided not to use one of these 

intensive algorithms but develop an approach that would directly 

calculate the surface patch elements quickly and with adequate 

results. 

As Figure 15 shows the first step in fitting the 

quadrilaterals is to redraw each slice of a given contour, skull, 

tumor, ect., so that all slices use the same number of points. 

This is a straight forward problem, and Figure 15 shows how the 

algorithm works to accomplish this. Figure 16a is a comparison 

of the originally digitized trace and that same trace after being 

drawn with a greater number of points in order to have the same 

as all other traces. Figure 16b is a magnified view of a section 

of that contour and shows that the redrawn contour traced out the 

same line in space as the originally entered contour points. 

Once all traces have the same number of points it is a simple 

matter to create quadrilateral elements between adjacent slices 

as shown in Figure 15. This also makes it easy to represent the 

fact that some structures have traces that will be open then 

closed then may open again. By generating midpoints on closed 

slices adjacent to open ones, triangular elements are fitted to 
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the trace. 
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simulate the closing/opening of the contour. The program took 

between 5 and 60 seconds to generate the model, depending of 

course on how many slices and contours were used. 

3.5 Thermocouple Junction Calculations 

Figure 17 shows how the thermocouple junction location 

points are calculated and Appendix E is the subroutine used in 

the computer code. As mentioned before, in order to calculate 

the thermocouple junction locations the user has to supply at 

least two points of the thermocouple. One of these points has to 

be the intersection of the probe with the skin. 

The first step in making the calculation is to have the 

user identify which point is the intersection of the probe with 

the skin. Once the user selects a particular probe to calculate, 

the program successively places a marker at each point until the 

user responds positively to a point. Next, a best fit line is 

constructed by calculating an inside point, which is the average 

of all the points [Pearson, 1901], and using the skin interface 

point. These are then the two points used to identify the line 

of the probe in three dimensions. The user then supplies the 

insertion depth of the probe from the skin intersection point. 

The actual end of the probe is then found by extrapolating the 

best fit line the distance of insertion from the skin 

intersection point. Finally, junctions are marked off every 10 
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mm from the calculated end of the probe until all seven junction 

locations are known. Table 4 is an example of the results for 

the calculation of a patient probe. 

3.6 Phantom Study 

The fiducial system shown in Figure 2 was previously 

developed and calibrated with the ultrasound gantry system. 

However modifications and maintenance to the treatment system 

required that the system be recalibrated. This calibration 

provides the link between the computer planning system and the 

treatment unit. 

In order to calibrate the fiducial system a phantom was 

constructed. The phantom consisted of a bread-box sized 

tupperware container which had the bottom cut out, and was then 

lined with an ultrasound transparent material. Figure 18 shows 

the phantom, foam mold, and CT cradle. Three thermocouple probes 

were then placed in the container and suspended in a hardened 

agar solution. A foam mold was then made for the phantom, in the 

same manner as for a patient, and an ultrasound window was cut 

out of the bottom of the foam mold. A wire mesh was then laid 

out along the triangle rods with one wire running down the center 

of the cradle triangle and four wires running perpendicular to 

center one. See Figure 19. 

In order to calculate the x direction offset of the 
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Table 4 

Example of a Thermocouple Junction Calculation for a 
Patient's Probe with a Depth of 63.5 mm 

Point X (mm) Y (mm) Z(mm) 

Original points indentified on CT images 
A 13.22 -119.06 123.99 
B 11.22 -114.06 121.99 
C 14.22 -109.06 113.99 
D 16.22 -104.06 112.99 
E 18.22 -99.06 108.99 
F 14.22 -94.06 110.99 

intersection pt. 23.22 -94.06 82.99 

Best Fit Average Point 

15.80 -104.78 110.85 

Extrapolated End Point 

7.89 -116.19 140.53 

Calculated Junction Coordinates and Original Intersection Point 

TC#1 7.89 -116.19 140.53 
TC#2 10.30 -112.71 131.47 
TC#3 12.72 -109.22 122.41 
TC#4 15.13 -105.73 113.35 
TC#5 17.55 -102.25 104.30 
TC#6 19.96 -98.77 95.24 
TC#7 22.38 -95.29 86.18 

Original intersection pt. 23.23 -94.06 82.99 
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Figure 18. Picture of the phantom, foam mold and CT 
cradle used in the calibration experiment. 
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center line of the triangle, the therapy transducers were 

focussed at the water-to-air interface with the gantry moved to 

x=0. The distance from the focus to the center line wire was 

then measured. To find the y direction offset the transducers 

were focussed on the four perpendicular wires to give a relation 

between the center-to-center distance and y coordinate. To find 

the z direction offset the thermocouple probes inside the phantom 

were imaged and the z coordinate of the gantry recorded. This 

was compared to the perpendicular distance measured from the 

center of the triangle rods to the probe as seen on the CT image. 

These calculations were performed once for each direction x, y, 

and z offset. The following formulas are the results of the 

calibration and are used to calculate the treatment coordinates 

of a point on the CT image based on the center to center (c_to_c) 

distance, the center to perpendicular (c_to_p) distance and the 

perpendicular (perp) distance (see Figure 19) 

x = -8 - (0.5*c_to_c) + c_to_p 

y = -170.47 + (1.8646*c_to_c) 

z = perp + 110 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

3.7 Patient Study 

The planning program had been used on a total of 11 

patients at the time of this thesis writing. Seven of these were 
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on a developmental program written on a VAX 8600 system using 

Lexidata displays, the remaining were planned on the SGI system, 

with one patient planned on both systems. All but one were brain 

treatments, with the exception being a tumor located in the 

abdominal wall. For each patient, one to four planning sessions 

were required. Quantitative results from the planning sessions 

were not possible to obtain since the work in this thesis was 

designed to provide the geometrical information needed for 

patient planning and hence was a visual aid in planning the 

scanned focussed ultrasound hyperthermia treatments. Therefore, 

results from the use of the planning program are best expressed 

as the information gained from the images produced during its 

use. 

Figures 8b, 11a, lib, and 20 are representative of the 

images used to gain information from the planning program. 

Figure 8b is from a brain treatment and was used to determine the 

treatment coordinates of a thermocouple tip that was visible in 

the CT image. The three numbers shown beside the red lines are 

the ones calculated by equations (1), (2), and (3). These 

numbers were used as starting points in the thermocouple locating 

routines. Figures 11a and lib are typical of views that were 

able to provide the feasibility and scanning size information 

needed. As stated earlier, the first step in treating a patient 

was to determine the treatability of the tumor. Using the three 

dimensional image, the user was able to manipulate the treatment 
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Figure 20. Solid model of the treatment volume as seen from 
the viewpoint of the ultrasound beam entering the skull. 
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geometry, gantry position, and scanning size so as to arrive at 

the images shown. By using filled elements and Z-buffering 

(showing only visible lines), the solid model generated by the 

computer shows the intersections of the outlined structures. 

These figures demonstrate the ability of the image to convey 

structural intersections which were used to determine whether or 

not the beam(s) hit the skull bone, how much of the tumor was 

being scanned by the beam(s), and which thermocouple locations 

were inside the tumor volume. This pre-screening of the patients 

proved to be a valuable tool in determining how to position the 

patient above the treatment gantry. 

The system was also able to estimate an initial scan 

size and location. By using the animated scanning feature of the 

program the users were able to determine how much of the tumor 

volume would be scanned by a given size scan and adjust 

parameters to optimize scan coverage of the tumor without 

violating the skull window. Figure 20 shows a beam's eye view of 

the treatment geometry in solid model mode. This view angle 

provides the information of beam intersection with the tumor and 

skull. Since no white area (skull) was seen inside the cone, the 

was not passing through the skull. Since only red (tumor) was 

seen inside the cone, the entire cone was entering entirely into 

the tumor and not passing into any brain tissue. Figure lib 

shows the same situation from a different angle where it was seen 

that the beam did not go beyond the tumor volume. The cone was 
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then stepped through a scan and the image was analyzed 1n a 

similar manner for the eight corners of the octagon scan. 

Figures 11a, lib, and 20 also show the errors generated 

by manual tracing. Errors in specifying the scale for each slice 

resulted in a relative shrinking or expanding of adjacent traces. 

This was revealed as a sawtooth pattern on the skull and tumor 

surface. As stated in section 3.3 the standard deviation from 

manual tracing was estimated at 1.54 mm. This error was 

compounded by other factors however. In tracing the skull 

window, it was often very difficult to distinguish the beginning 

and ending of the skull window on the CT images. This resulted 

in the jigsaw appearance of the skull window (Figure 20). Tumor 

outlines were provided by the attending physician as actual 

grease marks on the CT. These were not necessarily done with 

regard to inters!ice continuity, and resulted in the same 

sawtooth pattern for the tumor surface. 
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CHAPTER 4 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

4.1 Conclusions 

The patient planning system developed for this thesis 

has become an integrated system for use with scanned focussed 

ultrasound hyperthermia treatments at the University of Arizona. 

The average planning session was 20 to 50 minutes depending on 

the number of CT's used and the skill level of the system user. 

The system successfully demonstrated the feasibility of importing 

currently available CT images into a computer via a frame grabber 

and using these images to reproduce a three dimensional image of 

the treatment volume for treatment planning purposes. These 

images were then successfully used to visualize the scanned 

focussed ultrasound treatment, allowing the estimation of 

treatability of the tumor, initial scan size, and thermocouple 

junction location within the patient. 

4.2 Recommendations 

The first recommendation made is to continue the use of 

the system. The system has demonstrated its usefulness in 

planning the ultrasound hyperthermia treatments and through 
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continued use and improvements can become an even more valuable 

tool. 

Several specific recommendations can be made for 

improvements to the system. The first would be to improve the 

accuracy of the tracing of the contours. This can possibly be 

done using some automatic tracing algorithms, many of which 

already exist. This would still need to be supplemented with the 

ability to manually edit and trace contours since automated edge 

detection on the CTs would be quite difficult, it was often 

difficult to manually outline the proper edge. In particular the 

tumor outline was drawn with a grease pen by the physician 

directly on the CT which could easily be detected while the 

opening in the skull is often impossible to detect accurately. 

Another improvement to the system would be in the area 

of thermocouple junction calculation. Currently the user must be 

able to input the exact point where the probe intersects the skin 

surface. An improved system would be able to use, as a minimum, 

two points anywhere along the probe, calculate the intersection 

of this line with the reconstructed skin surface and proceed with 

the calculations as before. Of course the more points that are 

entered for the probe the better the results will be. However, 

in order to insure that this intersection point is available on a 

CT image for use with the current package, it is possible to 

always request a CT be taken so as to include this point. This 

is easily done since the point of interest is not internal to the 
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patient. 

To improve the quantitative nature of the treatment 

planning, the system could be modified to calculate actual power 

deposition patterns, percent of tumor volume scanned, and percent 

of critical tissue (i.e. brain or bone) volume scanned, along 

with an automatic method for detection of structure 

intersections. The latter can actually be accomplished through 

the use of available graphic routines which perform "picking" and 

"selecting." The program could then use an optimization 

algorithm to determine a scan size and pattern that would 

maximize the amount of tumor at a target temperature while 

minimizing bone and healthy tissue temperature rise. 

Computer programs are currently being developed which 

calculate the ultrasonic power deposition pattern in heterogenous 

media for scanning multiple transducers. These could be 

incorporated by sending the geometrical information needed from 

the patient planning program to the power deposition program via 

a file maker program. This program would essentially transfer 

the required data between programs. Once the actual power 

deposition pattern is known, the temperatures can be calculated 

using existing programs. Once again a file maker program could 

be created to connect the need programs. Once all these 

additional data are known, they could be displayed as part of the 

three dimensional image and examined with the use of the 

graphical cutting planes or by selecting a range of values to 
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display. 

Since a digitized CT image is available in the computer 

the system could be used to quantify zenon blood flow studies. 

Zenon blood flow measurements are made by tracking the washout of 

a radio-opaque gas that the patient breathes by taking CT images 

at a fixed location over time. The digitized image could be used 

to quantify areas on the CT image where the zenon gas is present 

to better improve the speed and accuracy of the blood flow 

measuring technique. 

Finally, the system should be placed in the treatment 

room and upgraded to include upcoming modifications to the 

treatment unit. These will include different scanning patterns, 

and multiple alternating scanning patterns. 
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APPENDIX A 

DT1451 MEMORY MAPPING HEADER FILE 

This appendix explains how the DT1451 frame grabber 

circuit card was installed into and programmed on the IRIS 4D 

70/G computer graphics workstation. The code to interface the 

card was written in C and is actually an uncompiled header file 

(DT1451.H) that is included in the user code. The header file 

maps the card's memory addresses to the UNIX kernel space, 

performs initial programming of the card, and turns it on to run 

continuously. Figure 21 is a flow chart of how the card was 

programmed and the rest of this appendix is a small portion of 

the code which accomplishes the actual mapping of the card. This 

section of code is unique to using the card in a Silicon Graphics 

IRIS 4D 70/G. 
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CLEAR PASS SO BOARD DOES 
NOTRUNCCNTNUCUSLY 

SELECT THE NPUT CHANNEL 
(CHANNEL 00) 

SELECT THE NPUT LOOK-UP TABLE TO EDfT 
(TABLE 000) 

CLEAR BJSY TO STOP BOARD 

CLEAR DONENT AND SYNCNT 

CLEAR V4JBUFSEL TO SELECT THE MEMORY 
BUFFER 0 TO USE 

SETOPERATWG MOOE TO NORMAL 
(MOOE 000) 

SET1H6 BTT PLANE WRITE PROTECTION MOOE TO 
0000 TO OPEN ALL PLANES FOR WRITING 

SET THE ALU FUNCTION TO 000000 FOR 
ARITHMETIC F-A WITH NO CARRY 

CLEAR OISP TO TURN DISPLAY 
CFF 

SET EXTTtM SO INTERNAL SYNC IS 
USH) 

MMAP THE ON BOARD MAGE MEMORY TC 
VM E_A24N PBASE • 0X800000 

ASSIGN GLOBAL POINTER TO DEVICE CSR 
DATA STRUCTURE 

3PEN 7DEV/MMEM' FILE FOR O.RDWF 

MMAP CONTROL AND STATUS REGISTERS TO 
VME_A16NPBASE • 0X6000 

Figure 21. Flow chart for programming the DT1451 frame 
grabber circuit card to run in continuous mode. 
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SET BOARD MOOS TO NORMAL 
(MODE - 000) SELECT WPUT LOOK-UP TABLE 

TO INITIALIZE (TABLE 000) 

SET PASS FOR BOARD TO RUN 
CONTIGUOUSLY 

SELECT THE NPUT LOOK-UP TABLE 
(TABLE 000) 

SAVE OUTCSR VALUE 
SET THE ALU FUNCTION TO 000000 FOR 

ARITHMETIC F-A WITH NO CARRY 

CLEAR BUSY TO INITIALIZE NPUT 
LOOK-UP TABLES 

CLEAR OtSP TO TURN OFF 
DISPLAY 

SET ALU TO LOGICAL F-8 
MODE (011010) 

SET THE BIT PLANE WRfTE PROTECTION MOOE TO 
0000 TO OPEN ALL PLANES FOR WRITING 

LOAD LUT BY PLACING VALUE AT INDEX 
NDEX 

REPALCE OUTCSR VALUE 

SET BOARD TO LOOK-UP TABLE ACCESS 
MOOE (MOOE 011) 

SELECT NPUTMEMORY BUFFER 
(BUFFER -O) 

Figure 21 (continued). Flow chart for programming the 
DT1451 frame grabber circuit card to run in continuous 
mode. 
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/*********** MEMORY MAPPING VERSION **********************/ 
/*** Installation ***/ 
/*  
/*  
/ *  
/ *  
/* 
/* 
/* 
/* 
/* 

7 
login as root */ 
copy the current kernel ~ '# cp /unix /unix.orig' 
change directory to /usr/sysgen/master.d */ 
edit the mem module by adding the following enteries to 
the mmap_addrs[] pointers of the map structure 
{0x10,VME_A16NPBASE + 0x6000} */ 
{0x80000,VME_A24NPBASE +0x80000 } */ 

*/ 
*/ 

make a new kernel 
reboot the system 

Iboot -u /unix.install 
— '# reboot' 

list the include files */ 

*/ 
*/ 

^include <sys/types.h> /* sets typedef's */ 
#include <sys/errno.h> /* defines the error Macros */ 
#include <sys/signal.h> /* defines the signal Macros */ 
#include <sys/param.h> /* defines the Macros */ 
#include <sys/open.h> /* defines open Macros */ 

#include <sys/file.h> /* includes <sys/fcntl.h> */ 
#include <sys/user.h> /* includes <sys/time.h> */ 

/* <sys/reg.h> */ 
/* <sys/pcb.h> */ 

#include <sys/IP4.h> 
/* <sys/pcb.h> 

#include <sys/immu.h> /* includes <sema.h> */ 
#1nclude <sys/region.h> /* includes <sema.h> */ 
#include <sys/mman.h> /* memory Macros */ 
#include <stdio.h> 

/* memory Macros 

#include <math.h> 
#1nclude <string.h> 
#include <device.h> 
#include <get.h> 
#include <gi.h> 

/************************************************************* j 

/* 
/* 
/* 
/* 
/* 

Controller hardware and software structures */ 
The dtl451_device structure represents the controller */ 
for the Data Translation DT1451 frame grabber card. */ 
Refer to the DT1451 User Manual for more detailed */ 
information. 7 

/************************************************************* j 
struct dtl451 device 

/* short int allocates a 16 bit { 
field */ 
unsigned short incsrl; 
Register 1 */ 
unsigned short incsr2; 
Register 2 */ 
unsigned short outcsr; 
Register */ 

/* Video Input Control/Status 

/* Video Input Control/Status 

/* Video Output Control/Status 
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unsigned short cursor; /* Cursor pixel and line */ 
unsigned short index; /* Index (to the look up table) */ 
unsigned short inlut; /* Input Look up table entry */ 
unsigned short redgrn; /* Red Green Output Look up Table 
Register */ 
unsigned short blue; /* Blue Output Look up Table */ 
} ; 
• • • 

/* Global pointers to the DT1451 card */ 
volatile struct dtl451_device *dp; 
volatile char *buffer_addr; 
volatile char *csr_addr; 
volatile char *base_addr; 
j***************************************************************j 

/* */ 

/* This is the one function that must be called from a user */ 
/* code. After the call is made the on board memory of the */ 
/* DT1451 is continuously updated with new images. The global*/ 
/* pointer buffer_addr and base_addr will always point to the */ 
/* location of the first buffer base point. */ 
/* */ 
j***************************************************************j 

int dtl451_open() 

int get_status(); /* support function */ 
int set_status(); /* support function */ 
int dtl451_init(); 
unsigned short two_to_the(); 
int mmem_fd; 
short data; 
long device; 
int bitj/alue; 
long int i; 
• • • 

/*** map the DT1451 card into the user program **/ 
/*** 0pen memory mapping file *******/ 
mmem_fd=open("/dev/mmera",0_RDWR); 
if (mmem_fd<=0) 

printf("%%Error in DT1451:main—can't open mmem file\n"); 
printf("%%Error code = %d\n\n",errno); 
return (-1); 

} 
/*** map the control status registers*****/ 
csr_addr=(char*)mmap(0,0x10,PROT_WRITE|PR0T_READfMAP PRIVATE 

,mmem_fd,VME_A16NPBASE+0x6000); 
if ((int)csr_addr<0) 

printf("%%Error in DT1451:main—can't map I/O registers\n"); 
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printf("%%Error code = %d\n",errno); 
return(-1); 

} 
/*assign the global pointer for the dtl451_device structure*/ 
dp = (struct dtl451_device *)csr_addr; 
/*** map the on board memory buffers ***/ 
buffer_addr = (char *} vnmap(0,0x80000,PROT_WRITE|PR0T_READ 

,MAP PRIVATE,mmem fd,VME_A24NPBASE + 0x800000); 
if ((intjbuffer_addr<0) 

printf("%%Error in DT1451:main~can't map buffer 
memory\n"); 

printf("%%Error code = %d\n\n",errno); 
return(-1); 

} 
/* store this address */ 
base_addr=buffer_addr; 
/*** now initialize the board ****/ 
if (dt!451_init()==0) 

printf("%%Error in DT1451:main~can't Initialized"); 
return(-1); 

} 
/*** set normal mode for contiuous operation *****/ 
if (dtl451_ioctl(NORMAL)==-1) 

printf("%%Error in DT1451:main~can't set normal 
mode\n"); 

return(-1); 
} 
return(0); 

} 
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APPENDIX B 

DIGITIZED VIDEO EXPANSION COMPUTER CODE 

The C code listed below consists of functions used to 

expand the digitized image to any number of required veritcal or 

horizontal pixels. The function for vertical expansion is not 

listed here due to its similarity with the horizontal expansion 

function. 

^include <dtl451.h> 
^include <string.h> 
#define DIG_HOZ_PIX 512 
#define DIG_VER_PIX 480 
#defi ne REQ_HOZ_PIX 650 
#define REQ_VER_PIX 480 
/************************************************************* I 
int load_image() 

void draw_info(); 
void horz_corr(); 
void vert_corr(); 
short coll; 
short rowl; 
int row; 
int col; 
int or1g_pixl; 
int orig_pix2; 
long dtpix=0; 
long i,j; 
int place; 
float new_spacing; 
float new_pix; 
float point; 
float flvalue; 
• • • 

buffer_addr=base_addr; 
/* read in and draw the image in regular mode */ 
for( rowl=0;rowl<=DIG_VER_PIX-l;rowl++) 
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{ 
place = rowl*REQ_HOZ PIX; 

for(col 1=0;col1<=DIG_H0Z_PIX-1;col1++) 

int2_.dt[place + coll]=(*buffer_addr)+300; 
buffer addr++; 
} 

1f(rowl<=REQ_VER_PIX-l){ 
cmov2s(0,REQ_VER_PIX-l-rowl); 
wri tepi xels(REQ_HOZ_PIX,&i nt2_.dt[rowl*REQ_HOZ_PIX]);} 

/*check to see if horizontal or verticle correction is required*/ 
if(REQ_HOZ_PIX != DIG_H0Z_PIX) horz corr(); 
if(REQ_VER_PIX != DIG_VER_PIX) vert_corr(); 
• • • 

return; 
} 
/a************************************************************ j  

void horz_corr() 

void draw_info(); 
short dig_pix_row[DIG_HOZ_PIX-l]; 
short coll; 
short rowl; 
int row; 
int col; 
int origjpixl; 
int origjpix2; 
long dtpix=0; 
long i,j; 
int place; 
float new_spacing; 
float new_pix; 
float point; 
float flvalue; 
new_spacing=(float)(DIG_H0Z_PIX-1)/(float)(REQ HOZ PIX-1); 
for (row=0;row<=DIG_VER_PIX-l;row++) { 
/* load a row from DT1451 */ 
buffer addr=base_addr+(row*DIG HOZ PIX); 

forXj=0;j<=DIG_H0Z_PIX-
1;j++){d i g_p i x_row[j]=i n t2_.dt[row* REQ_H0Z_PIX+j];} 

point =0; 
/* load in the first pixel */ 
i nt2_.dt[dtpi x]=di g_pi x_row[0]; 
dtpix=dtpix + 1; 
point=point+new spacing; 

for (i=l;i<=REQ_H0Z_PIX-2;i++){/*fill expanded row */ 
/*get originally digitized end points to interpolatewith */ 
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orig_pixl=(short)ffloor(point); 
orig_pix2=(short)fcei1(point); 
if (orig_pixl<0) orig_pixl =0; 
if (orig_pix2>DIG_H0Z_PIX-l) orig_pix2=DIG_H0Z_PIX-l; 
/* interpolate the new value */ 
flvalue= ( (float)d1g_p1x_row[orig_pixl] + 

((float)dig_pix row[orig pix2]-
(float)dig_pix_row[orig_pixl]J*(point-Xfloat)orig pixl) ); 

int2_.dt[dtpix]=(short)(flvalue); 
dtpix=dtpix+l; 
poi nt=poi nt+new_spaci ng; 

/* load in the last pixel */ 
i nt2_.dt[dtpi x]=d1g_pi x_row[DIG_H0Z_PIX-1]; 
dtpix++; 
cmov2s(0,REQ_VER_PIX-1-(short)row); 
wri tepi xels(REQ_H0Z_PIX,&i nt2_.dt[row*REQ_H0Z_PIX]); 

• • • 

draw_info(); 
return; 

} 
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APPENDIX C 

ELEMENT MESH GENERATOR SUBROUTINES 

Not all subroutines used are listed in their entirety. 

Below is a list of simple function and subroutines used and their 

purpose. Also not all variables listed have been explicitly 

declared, since they are declared as part of a common block in an 

external file. 

Name of Subroutine or Function 

g_max_poi nts 

g_arc_length 

Purpose 

returns maximum number of 
points used to represent 
contour in a single slice 

returns arc length of 
contour 

dist returns 2-D distance 
between points 

g intersection returns 2-D intersection 
of a line from 1 to 2 and 
a circle with center at 3 
with radius r 

next_pt returns index of next 
physical point 

close_pt_up_slice returns index of closest 
point of same contour of 
the next slice up 

close_pt_dn_slice returns index of closest 
point of same contour of 
the next slice down 
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subroutine el gen 
integer*4 ptl 
integer*4 pt2 
integer*4 pt3 
integer*4 pt4 
integer*4 Istpt 
integer*4 fstpt 
integer*4 fstch 
1nteger*4 Istch 
integer*4 slice 
integer*4 i 
integer*4 jj 
integer*4 k 
integer*4 max_pts 
integer*4 iindex 
integer*4 next_pt 
integer*4 pi 
integer*4 p2 
integer*4 midpt 
integer*4 point 
integer*4 g_max_pts 
integer*4 last_pt 
integer*4 elem_cnt 
integer*4 m,m2 
real*4 radius 
real*4 dist 
real*4 g_arc_length 
real*4 xa(max_cont_pts) 
real *4 ya(max_cont_pts) 
real*4 za(max_cont_pts) 
logical*l error 
• • • 

generate augmented contours so each contour has same number of 
points 

do 20 i=l,inax_contours 
determine the number of points each contour will 
have 
max_pts=g_max_pts(i) 
if this contour is not in model skip to next contour 
if(max_pts .eq. 0) goto 20 
do 10 k =l,max_planes 
Get global vector location 
fstpt=(k-1)*max_cont_pts*max_contours + 

1 (i-l)*max_cont_pts + 1 
if no contour is present for this slice skip 
if( pos2(k,i) .eq. 0) goto 10 
if((pos2(k,i)-fstpt+l).eq.max_pts) goto 10 
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c this trace already.has the correct 
c number of data points in 1t 
c get spacing between points for this contour 

radius=g_arc length(k,i,open_cont(k,i)) 
if(open_contXk,1)) then 

c adjust spacing for open contour 
radi us=radi us/(max_pts-l) 

else 
radi us=radi us/max_pts 

end if 
c get initial points for generating augmented 
c contour 
c Maintain first and last positions 

xa(l)=x(fstpt) 
ya(l)=y(fstpt) 
za(l)=z(fstpt) 
xa(max_pts)=x(pos2(k,i)) 
ya(max_pts)=y(pos2(k,i)) 
za(max_pts)=z (pos2(k,i)) 
pl=fstpt 
p2=pl+l 

c work through the contour for this slice 
do iindex=2,max_pts-l 

5 if( dist( xa(1index-l),za(iindex-l), 
1 x(p2),z(p2) ) .ge. radius ) 
2 then 

c if the distance from the base point 
c to the next original point is greater 
c than spacing then lay an augmented 
c point here 

call g_intersection( x(pl),z(pl), 
1 x(p2),z(p2), 
2 xa(iindex-l),za(iindex-l).radius, 
3 xa(1index),za(iindex)) 

ya(iindex)=y(fstpt) 
else 

c distance from base point to next 
c original point 1s shorter than spacing, 
c so use one point beyond next original 
c point 

pl=p2 
p2=next_pt(k,1,pl) 
goto 5 

end if 
end do 

do iindex = l,max_pts-l 
x(fstpt+i i ndex)=xa(i i ndex+1) 
y(fstpt+ii ndex)=ya(i i ndex+1) 
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z(fstpt+i i ndex)=za(i i ndex+1) 
end do 
pos2(k,i)=fstpt+max_pts-l 

10 continue 
20 continue 
c—now generate elements 

elem=l 
do 600 i = l,max_contours 
do 505 slice = l,max_planes-1,1 

c First point in current contour and slice 
m = (slice-l)*max_cont_pts*max_contours + 
1 (i-l)*max_cont_pts + 1 

c First point in next slice same contour 
m2 = (slice)*max_cont_pts*max_contours + 
1 (i-l)*max_cont_pts + 1 

c Skip if no contour is present 
if(pos2(slice,i).eq.O .or. pos2(slice+l,i).eq.O ) goto 505 

c set I.C.'s for element generation 
if(open_cont(slice,i) .and. open_cont(slice+l,i)) then 

fstpt=m 
lstpt=pos2(sl1ce,i) 
fstch=m2 
1stch=pos2(sl1ce+1,1) 
ptl=fstpt 
pt2=fstch 

else if(open_cont(slice,i) .and. 
1 .not.open_cont(slice+l,i)) then 

fstpt=m 
lstpt=pos2(slice,i) 
call close_pt up_sl(1,slice, lstpt,lstch) 
fstch=next_ptXsli ce+1,1,1 stch) 
ptl=fstpt 
pt2=fstch 

else if(.not.open_cont(slice,i) .and. 
1 open_cont(slice+l,i)) then 

fstch=m2 
lstch=pos2(slice+l,1) 
call close_pt dn_sl (i,siice+1,1 stch,Istpt) 
fstpt=next_ptXslice,i, 1 stpt) 
ptl=fstpt 
pt2=fstch 

else if (.not.open_cont(slice,i) .and. 
1 .not. open_cont(slice+l,i) ) then 

fstpt=m 
lstpt=pos2(slice,i) 
call close_pt up_sl(1,slice,lstpt.lstch) 
fstch=next_ptlsli ce+1,1,1stch) 



ptl=fstpt 
pt2=fstch 

else 
call ringbe 

end if 
loop here to generate elements 
based on current slice 
ptl and pt2 have been set by the above I.C. section 
do while (pt4.ne.lstpt) 

pt3=next_pt(sii ce+1,i,pt2) 
pt4=nextpt(slice,i,ptl) 
in(elem,l)=ptl 
in(elem,2)=pt2 
in(elem,3)=pt3 
in(elem,4)=pt4 
region_elem(el em)=i 
write(10,400)el em,siice,i,in(el em,1),in(elem,2), 

1 in(elem,3),in(elem,4),lstpt 
400 format (lx.IMx.IS.lx.Il.lx.M.lx.M.lx.M.lx.M.lx.M) 

reset the initial points 
ptl=pt4 

pt2=pt3 
el em = el em + 1 

end do 

c now terminate mesh generation based on type of 
contours 
if (open_cont(slice,i).and.open_cont(slice+l,i)) then 

goto 505 
else if (open_cont(slice,i).and. 
1 .not.open_cont(slice+l,i)) then 

generate midpoint between fstch and Istch for 
forming triangles 
midpt = pos2(slice+l,i) + 1 
x(midpt)=(x(lstch)+x(fstch))*.5 
z(mi dpt) = (z (1stch)+z(fstch))*.5 
y(midpt)=y(lstch) 
in(elem,l)=lstpt 
in(elem,2)=lstch 
in(elem,3)=midpt 
in(elem,4)=0 
reg i o n_e1 em(e1 em)=i 
write(10,400)elem,slice,i,in(elem,l),in(elem,2), 

1 in(el em,3),in(elem,4),lstpt 
elem=elem+l 
in(elem,l)=fstpt 
in(elem,2)=fstch 
in(elem,3)=midpt 



1n(elem,4)=0 
regi on_elem(elem)=i 
write(10,400)elem,slice,i,in(elem,l),in(elem,2), 

1 in(elem,3),in(e1em,4),lstpt 
elem=elem+l 

else if (.not.open_cont(slice,i) .and. 
1 open_cont(slice+l,i)) then 

generate midpoint between fstpt and lstpt for 
forming triangles 
mldpt = pos2(slice,i) +1 
x (mi dpt) = (x(1stpt)+x(fstpt))*.5 
z (mi dpt) = (z (1 stpt) +z (fstpt)) *. 5 
y(midpt)=y(lstpt) 
in(elem,l)=lstch 
in(el em,2)=1stpt 
in(elem,3)=midpt 
in(elem,4)=0 
regi on_elem(el em)=i 
write(10,400)elem,slice,i,in(el em,1),in(el em,2), 

1 in(elem,3),in(elem,4),lstpt 
elem=elem+1 
in(elem,l)=fstch 
in(elem,2)=fstpt 
in(elem,3)=midpt 
in(elem,4)=0 
regi on_elem(elem)=i 
write(10,400)el em,siice,i,in(el em,1),in(el em,2), 

1 in(el em,3),in(el em,4),lstpt 
elem=elem+l 

else 
in(elem,l)=lstpt 
in(elem,2)=lstch 
in(elem,3)=fstch 
in(elem,4)=fstpt 
region_elem(elem)=i 
write(10,400)elem,slice,i,in(elem,l),in(el em,2), 

1 in(el em,3),in(elem,4),lstpt 
elem=elem+l 

end if 
505 continue 
600 continue 

• • • 
return 
end 
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APPENDIX D 

THERMOCOUPLE JUNCTION CALCULATION SUBROUTINES 

The following FORTRAN subroutine calculates the 

thermoucouple junction locations once a probe has been specified. 

The code finds the average of all points then identifies the 

intersection point, reads the actual depth and then calculates 

the end point and thermocouple junction locations. 

subrouti ne 1 i ne__cal c_tc (probejiumber) 
• • • 

i nteger*4 probejiumber,device,poi nt,endpt 
integer*2 val 
real*4 N,Sx,Sy,Sz 
real*4 xskin,yskin,zskin,xinside,yinside,zinside 
real*4 xend,yend,zend 
real*4 i 
real*4 det 
real*4 depth,digdepth 
real*4 dist3d 
Sx=0 
Sy=0 
Sz=0 
N=0 
depth=0. 

c find the average of all the points 
c this will be one point on the probe line 

point = (probe_number-l)*100 + 1 
do i = point,point+99 

if(tc_point(i).le.7 .and. tc_point(i).ne.O) then 
c probe is already entered 

call ringbe 
goto 999 

end if 
if(tc_point(i).eq.9) then 

Sx=Sx+tcx(i) 
Sy=Sy+tcy(i) 
Sz=Sz+tcz(i) 
N=N+1 

end if 
end do 
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c Skip if not really entered 
if ( N.eq.O ) then 

call ringbe 
goto 999 

end if 
xinside = Sx/N 
yinside = Sy/N 
zinside = Sz/N 
• • • 

c Identify the intersection of the probe with the skin 
call pushma 
call perspe(fovy,1.3,near,far) 
cal1 transl(xtrans,ytrans,ztrans) 
call rot(yrot,1Y') 
call rot(xrot,'X') 
call drawmo(OVRDRW) 
call color(l) 

5 point = (probe_number-l)*100 + 1 
do 15 i = point,point+99 

if(tcx(i).ne.O) then 
call color(l) 
call cmov(tcx(i),tcy(i),tcz(i) ) 
call charst('X - INTERSECTION',16) 

10 device = qread(val) 
if (device.eq.YKEY .and. val.eq.l ) then 

call color(O) 
call cmov(tcx(i),tcy(i),tcz(i) ) 
call charst('X - INTERSECTION',16) 
zskin = tcz(i) 
xskin = tcx(i) 
yskin = tcy(i) 
goto 20 

else if (device.eq.NKEY .and. val.eq.l ) then 
call color(O) 
call cmov(tcx(i),tcy(i),tcz(i) ) 
call charst('X - INTERSECTION',16) 
goto 15 

else 
goto 10 

end if 
end if 

15 continue 
goto 5 ! end was not selected so start again 

20 cal1 popmat 
• • • 
digdepth=2.*dist3d(xskin,yskin,zskin,xinside,yinside,zinsid 

e) 
call read_depth(digdepth,depth) 
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clear the tc vectors 
point = (probe_number-l)*100 + 1 
do i = 0,99 

tcx(point-s-1)=0. 
tcy(point+i)=0. 
tcz(point+i)=0. 
tc_poi nt(poi nt+i)=0. 

end do 
get the end of the probe 

call g_3d_int(xskin,yskin,zskin,xinside,yinside,zinside 
1 ,xskin,yskin,zskin,depth 
2 ,xend,yend,zend) 

• • 

tcx(point)=xend 
tcy(point)=yend 
tcz(point)=zend 
tc_point(point)=l 
do i = 1,6 

call g_3d_int( xend,yend,zend 
1 ,xskin,yskin,zskin 
2 ,tcx(poi nt+i-1),tcy(poi nt+i-1),tcz(poi nt+i-1) 
3 ,10. 
4 ,tcx(point+i),tcy(point+i),tcz(point+i) ) 

tc_poi nt(poi nt+i)=i+1 
end do 
if (depth.gt.60.) then ! add the last point 

tcx(poi nt+7)=xski n 
tcy(point+7)=yskin 
tcz(point+7)=zskin 
tc_point(point+7) = 8 

end if 
call drawmo(NORMDR) 
cal1 store_thermoc 

999 return 
end 
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INTRODUCTION 

Plan is a three dimensional patient treatment planning 

program for use with the ultrasound hyperthermia unit. This 

manual explains how to use the program. 

The program has two main parts, GRAB and PLAN. GRAB is 

the device driver for the frame grabber and digitizer. It shows 

you the television image of the camera and stores the picture in 

a predetermined file format and file name. PLAN is the two 

dimensional contour tracing program which also allows 

thermocouple probe entry and stereotactic location information 

for the brain treatments; and is the three dimensional viewing 

part which allows transducer motion, patient motion, thermocouple 

junction location calculation, two dimensional section viewing, 

and scanning. 

To log into the account at the system login prompt: 

The commands in O are what you must type. 

1) login:<plan> 

2) password:<plan> 

3) using the mouse, goto tools, bring up the menu by 

holding down the right mouse button, and 

select 'shell' by releasing the button when it is 

displayed in reverse video 

4) move the red outline to the center of the screen and 
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push the right mouse button 

5) move the mouse into this window and type 

<cd plan2> 

6) to run GRAB type <grab> 

7) to run PLAN type <plan> 

8) to log off move mouse to blue area and hit right 

button. 

RUNNING THE PROGRAM 

1.0 RUNNING GRAB — 

1.1 Set up: In order to run the frame grabbing program the 

camera and monitor must be connected properly. You do 

not need to use a monitor, but it makes getting pictures 

easier because you can focus and zoom using the monitor 

as real time feedback device as opposed to the frame 

grabber software which takes time to read and display an 

image. Make sure that the camera output is connected to 

the proper connector on the backpanel of the computer. 

1.2 Execution command: To run the frame grabbing program 

type <grab> at the prompt. You will be given a list of 

patients currently on file and asked to supply the 

patient's full name. The program asks you if the name 

you have supplied is correct and loops until you answer 

yes. 



1.3 Main Menu Selection: After you have supplied the proper 

name the program creates the required directory and a 

graphics window appears in the middle of the screen with 

the title "DT1451 Frame Grabber." The window is black 

with red text on the bottom. Pull up the program menu 

by holding down the right mouse button. 

1.3.1 Set Slice: Selecting this option allows you to adjust 

the slice number that is displayed on the bottom of the 

screen. To adjust this number use the up and down arrow 

keys until the proper number is displayed (only positive 

numbers are accepted). Hit the end key to input this 

number. 

1.3.2 Set Height: Selecting this option allows you to adjust 

the height that is displayed on the bottom of the 

screen. To adjust this number use the up and down arrow 

keys until the proper number is displayed ( the number 

is in millimeters and steps in millimeters). Hit the 

end key to input this number. 

1.3.3 Read Next Image: This options reads and displays the 

image currently in memory and displays it in two phases. 

In the first phase a compressed image in drawn on the 

screen. During this drawing the software is reading the 

memory. Any changes in the image the camera sees during 

this time will produce a blur on the digitized image. 



Once this is done, the computer begins to correct the 

image for the difference in pixel apsect ratios between 

the TV camera and the computer monitor. It then begins 

to redraw the image in proper proportion. When it 

begins this, the digitized video memory is fixed and the 

camera image may change without affecting the image. 

1.3.4 Recall Image: This option is a rollover menu. Move the 

mouse to the right a little bit and the menu of avaiable 

images comes up. Recall the image by selecting it. The 

image then appears and the slice and height are changed 

to that of the recalled image. 

1.3.5 Exit: This quits the program. You will be asked if you 

would like a tape copy of the files. The program will 

not exit until you make a selection from this menu. 

2.0 RUNNING PLAN --

2.1 Execution command: To run these subroutines type 

<plan>. Enter the patient's name from the list 

supplied. You need only type in the first unique 

letter(s) and the program will give you a complete name 

and ask you if it is correct. Once this is done the 

program will ask if this is a brain treatment. If it 

is, you will be asked to supply the brain transducer 

diameter and radius of curvature. You will also need to 

supply the focal point offsets from image focus in x, y, 
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and z. All numbers are to be entered in millimeters. 

2.2 Main Menu Selection: The program then creates a 

graphics window in the upper left part of the screen. 

The program is large and may take some time to load. 

Place the mouse arrow in the white portion of the window 

and wait until the gray bar on top of the window is 

changed to a dark gray. This means the computer 

recognizes that window as the current graphics window. 

Wait about five more seconds while the program runs some 

initialization subroutines and then press the right 

mouse button to bring up the main menu. You may select 

Trace or 3-D Plan. To make a selection from a pop-up 

menu hold down the right mouse button and move the mouse 

arrow up and down until the item you want is displayed 

in reverse color. Then release the button and you have 

made that selection. To do nothing, just move the 

cursor off the menu and release the button. Select 3-D 

Plan only if you have generated a model before and it is 

available for recall. 

2.3 Recalling CT: At the Available C.T.'s menu you must 

select a background CT to trace. The program will not 

let you trace unless a CT image is present. Once you 

select a CT the program reads the files and draws the CT 

along with any contours that have been traced and saved 



before. While it does this the cursor turns into an 

hourglass shape and remains that way until it is ready 

to resume interface with the user. 

2.4 Edit the displayed slice: This is a continuation menu 

which you can tell by the arrow at the right of the 

text. By contrasting this box and moving the arrow to 

the right you will bring up another menu, the Slice 

Editing Options menu. 

2.4.1 Scale: To input the scale of the ct select this option. 

Then using the left mouse button enter the end points of 

a 5 cm scale as seen on the CT image. This must be the 

first thing done in order to trace. The program will 

not let you enter traces until a scale is defined. The 

program takes the first scale point as common origin 

between all the ct slices so be sure that this point is 

just that. To redefine the scale, just select it again 

and and it will be earsed if you enter 'yes' to the 'Are 

you sure?' menu. You may then select scale again and 

enter the new scale. Warning: all traces currently 

shown when the scale is redone are erased! 

2.4.2 Skull: To trace the skull outline select this option. 

Move the cursor to where you wish to begin tracing. 

Then hit the space bar to begin tracing. Always trace in 

a clockwise fashion. The trace will be done in cyan. 
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There is a certain sensitivity to moving the mouse, you 

must move it a certain distance before 1t takes another 

point. This effect may be visible depending on the 

scale. When the trace is done and the contour is 

acceptable hit the 'A' key, if you wish to close the 

contour instead hit the 'C' key. To redo the trace, hit 

the 'A' or 'C' key and just select the skull option 

again. A menu will be displayed and ask you if you are 

sure. If you answer yes the current trace will be 

erased. You must then select skull again and enter the 

new trace. This is the same prcess you use to erase any 

datum that is already entered. 

2.4.3 Brain: The trace will be done in blue. 

2.4.4 Tumor: The trace will be done in red. 

2.4.5 Sinus: The trace will be done in yellow. 

2.4.6 T.C. Probes: This is a continuation menu. Move the 

cursor to right and bring up the Available Probes menu. 

Select the probe number you wish to enter. Thermocouple 

probe points are entered in point mode. Using the left 

mouse button, enter the points visible on this CT. As 

each point is entered, the program puts a dot at that 

point and connects that point with any previous points 

1f present. Although the program shades each probe 

slightly differently you must keep track of probes which 
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travel from slice to slice and keep entering them in the 

same direction, i.e. from inside the patient to the skin 

surface or visa versa. Note: the location of the skin 

interface (the point from which the penetration depth of 

the thermocouple is known) must be entered as accurately 

as possible in order for the thermocouple junction 

location calculations to be accurate. 

2.4.7 Fiducial Points: This is a continuation menu. Bring up 

the Stereotactic menu to select which point to enter. 

Once all three points are entered, the calculations can 

be done to determine octoson coordinates. These will be 

displayed on the screen in mmXIO. 

2.4.7.1 Left Point: Enter the left point using the left mouse 

button. A green dot will appear. 

2.4.7.2 Right Point: Enter using left mouse button. 

2.4.7.3 T.C. tip: Enter using left mouse button. This point 

will be shifted so that the brain transducer focus will 

be at this point. 

2.4.7.4 Help: Displays any on line help. Hit any key to 

continue. 

2.4.8 Clear all Traces: This option completely erases all 

information entered over the CT image, including scale. 

Remember to scale the image again. 

2.4.9 Save these traces: Saves the currently displayed 
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traces, thermocouple points and stereotactic 

information in a predetermined file and format. The 

base name of the file is displayed in the title bar of 

the window. Once a file is written the name in UNIX 

format is displayed on the bottom of the window. 

2.4.10 Help: Displays any on line help. Hit any key to 

continue. 

2.4.11 Quit: Quits the entire program with no saves. 

2.5 Generate 3-D: Once you have entered all the slices and 

traces required, select this option to generate a 3-D 

wire structure based on the contours currently stored by 

the program. You must have displayed the slice to enter 

it. 

2.6 Return to main: Returns you to the main screen (white) 

where you can bring up the main menu. 

2.7 Help: Displays any on line help. Hit any key to 

continue. 

3.0 RUNNING 3-D PLAN « 

3.1 Execution command: To run the planning subroutine 

select the 3-D Plan option from the main menu. The 

program then reads the files for the patient and draws 

an initial picture. This may take up to thirty seconds 

depending on the file size. If this is a brain 
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treatment the brain transducer will be visible with the 

focal point at the tc tip location of the patient as 

identified in the stereotactic portion of EDIT. The 

initial picture is in wire frame. 

3.2 Keyboard conanands: The following list describes the 

keyboard commands available in the planning subroutine. 

3.2.1 F key: Moves the image forward towards you by stepsize. 

3.2.2 B key: Moves the image backwards away from you by 

stepsize. 

3.2.3 R key: Moves the image to the right by stepsize. 

3.2.4 L key: Moves the image to the left by stepsize. 

3.2.5 U key: Moves the image up by stepsize. 

3.2.6 D key: Moves the image down by stepsize. 

3.2.7 Up arrow: Rotates the image positively about the local 

x axis by stepsize degrees. 

3.2.8 Down arrow: Rotates the image negatively about the 

local x axis by stepsize degrees. 

3.2.9 Left arrow: Rotates the image negatively about a 

verticle axis through the origin by stepsize degrees. 

3.2.10 Right arrow: Rotates the image positively about 

averticle axis through the origin by stepsize degrees. 

3.2.11 F1 key: Increases stepsize by 10% 

3.2.12 F2 key: Reduces stepsize by 10% 

3.2.13 F3 key: Increases field of view angle by 0.1 degrees 
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3.2.14 F4 key: Decreases field of view angle by 0.1 degrees 

3.2.15 F5 key: Moves the near clipping plane out by stepsize 

mm. Since depth cueing is used for shading, this will 

change the colors of the image. The closer a point is 

to the clipping plane the brighter it will be. By 

moving the near clipping plane into the objects you can 

see any desired section of the object. Just orient the 

object so that the desired viewing plane is parallel to 

the screen and move the near clipping into the object 

until the section is revealed. If the object itself is 

moved too close, you may have to readjust the near 

clippling plane when you move the object back out. 

3.2.16 F6 key: Moves the clipping plane in by stepsize. 

3.2.17 F7 key: Moves the far clipping out by stepsize. This 

should never be used. 

3.2.18 F8 key: Moves the far clipping plane in. Never use. 

3.2.19 F9 key: Tilts the transducer by +1 degrees. There are 

hard stops built in the software which correspond to the 

hard stops of the treatment unit. 

3.2.20 F10 key: Tilts the transducer by -1 degrees. 

3.2.21 Fll key: Rotates the transducer by +1 degrees. Again 

there are hard stops built into the software. 

3.2.22 F12 key: Rotates the transducer by -1 degrees. 

3.2.23 Pad 6 key: Moves the gantry +1 mm in x. 
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3.2.24 Pad 4 key: Moves the gantry -1 mm in x. 

3.2.25 Pad 8 key: Moves the gantry +1 mm in y. 

3.2.26 Pad 2 key: Moves the gantry -1 mm in y. 

3.2.27 Pad 5 key: Moves the gantry +1 mm in z. 

3.2.28 Pad 0 key;; Moves the gantry -1 mm in z. 

3.2.29 Shift Pad 6 key: Moves the patient +stepsize in x. 

3.2.30 Shift Pad 4 key: Moves the patient -stepsize in x. 

3.2.31 Shift Pad 8 key: Moves the patient +stepsize in y. 

3.2.32 Shift Pad 2 key: Moves the patient -stepsize in y. 

3.2.33 Shift Pad 5 key: Moves the patient +stepsize in z. 

3.2.34 Shift Pad 0 key: Moves the patient -stepsize in z. 

3.3 Planning menu: The following section explain the 

options available on the planning pop up menu. 

3.3.1 Transducer on/off: This is a continuation menu. Bring 

up the Select Transducer menu and toggle the selected 

transducer. The text on the left of the screen tells 

you which transducers are displayed. 

3.3.2 Sections on/off: This is a continuation menu. Bring up 

the next menu and you can select which structures you 

would like dispalyed. Making a selection acts like a 

toggle switch. 

3.3.3 Calc TC locals: This is a continuation menu. Bring up 

the T.C. Probes menu and select the desired displayed 

probe for which you wish to calculate thermocouple 
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locations. If the probe is not displayed the program 

will beep and return you to the 'keyboard level1. If 

the probe is displayed, the program will place an 'X-

INTERSECTION' marker at one end of the probe. If this 

point is the intersection of the probe with the skin 

surface hit the 'Y1 key, else hit the 'N' key and the 

program will put the same marker at the other end of the 

probe. Again hit the *Y1 or 1N1 key. Once you select 

the correct end the program displays a number in the 

lower left corner of the screen. This is the digitized 

depth in mmXIO. To adjust this to the actual depth of 

the probe use the up arrow and down arrow keys until the 

correct number is displayed. To enter this number hit 

the 'end' key just above the arrow keys. The program 

then displays the thermocouple locations with black 

cross marks and returns you to the 'keyboard level1. It 

is very important to enter the exact point the probe 

intersects the skin during the edit session if good 

accuracy is to be maintained for junction calculations. 

3.3.4 Set Scan: This is a continuation menu. Bring up the 

Scan Options menu. The current scan dimensions are 

displayed on the left in mm. The scan is centered at 

the currently displayed gantry location. 

3.3.4.1 Reset scan dimensions: Use the arrow keys to adjust the 
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scan dimensions (in + 1 mm). The right arrow is + x. The left 

arrow is -x. The up arrow is + y. The down arrow is - y. 

3.3.4.2 Step through scan: Once this is selected, the program 

will step through a scan (i.e. hit every corner of the 

octagon) every time the space bar is hit. To return to 

'keyboard level' hit the 'end' key. 

3.3.4.3 Continuous scan: The program continuously steps through 

a scan until the 'end' key is hit. 

3.3.5 Wire frame: Draws the image in wire frame mode. Images 

are drawn fastest in this mode and it should be used if 

you are moving the image around. 

3.3.6 Solid model: Draws a z-buffered depth cued solid image. 

The image may take several seconds to appear if very 

complicated. 

3.3.7 Return to main and save: Quit with save and return to 

main. 

3.3.8 Help: Displays any on line help. Hit any key to 

continue. 

3.3.9 Quit and Save: Quit with saves. 
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APPENDIX F 

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS FOR TRACING CONTOURS 

Figure 22 shows how data flow and is manipulated in the 

patient planning package. The conversion of the mouse location 

in pixels to real space in millimeters is accomplished by using a 

scale factor input by the user for each CT image that is traced 

out and used in the model. Since the pixel locations that the 

computer reads from the mouse are graphically based, they have no 

error relative to the image being displayed and therefore all 

error will come from errors in the image of the scale being 

displayed. 

The actual error from the scale comes from two different 

sources. One is error in the actual digitization of the hard 

copy CT image, and the other is error in the user input of the 

scale with the mouse. Figure 12 shows the results of the 

calibration image and can be used to perform a sensitivity 

analysis of error in the digitized data for the scale. Table 3 

shows the results of several users digitizing the same image. 
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Figure 22. Flow chart for how a point is read 
scaled in the EDIT portion of the program. 
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The error or sensitivity of a function can be given by : 

n , 

I af 
I ax i 

2a? (i) 
i=i 

where f is a function of n variables X| each with a standard 

deviation of tr\, and af is then the standard deviation of the 

function. In the case of brain CT images.the scale provided on 

the image is 50 mm and the scale in mm pixel"1 is given by: 

scale = (mm pixels"1) 

\ (Xz-XO2 + (Yz-Y,)2 
(2) 

where X1.X2.Y1,and Y2 are the pixel locations of the scale. If 

figure xx. is used as a data base for calculating the standard 

deviation of digitized pixel error and it is assumed that the 

digitizing error is the same in both X and Y directions then the 

standard deviation for all X| is the same and is a=0.73. 

Now using equation (2) the partial derivative term in equation 

(1) can be written as 

(n,)2= 2500 ((X2-X!) 2+(Y2-Y!) 2] "3Ax? (3) 

where Axi = (X2-Xi) for 1=1,2 and Ax 1 = (Y2-Y1) for i=3,4. In a 

brain treatment typical values for AX| are X2-Xi=2 and Y2-Y1=92. 

These values give an error of 0.008 pixels mm"1. 
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